
OUR MISSION:
- to promote awareness of problems, alternatives and solutions among the Placer and Hard rock Miners of the Cariboo.
- to educate the general public as to the importance of mining and to promote innovative mining methods.

PRESIDENT’S M ESSAGE
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We welcome our new members
Alexandria Bodenchuk
Don Graham
We Thank them for their support!

At the BCPMA meeting, we asked the Senior Inspectors what their process was in
issuing notice of work permits, so we could understand and have input into
making it work better. They acknowledged that there were problems. They
explained how they were doing it now and how it was going  to  be improved  by

submitting it electronically. They are hoping to have this in place by next spring.  It sounds
good and we'll be able to check our permit online for its progress. I hope this is the change we
have all been hoping for, both simpler and user friendly. Lets hope that after the election this
plan does not get  derailed. Merry Christmas    Chris

The Cariboo Mining Association would like to thank Eldorado Gold Panning,
IRL Supplies Ltd and Northern Hardware of Prince George for their
discounts and donations of prizes  for the CMA Picnic and the Friends of

Barkerville for the discount.

We have another new regular section in our Newsletter,
“ INDEPENDENT MLA REPORT”
by Bob Simpson, MLA

REGULAR CMA MEETINGS  starting  Sunday, November 11th  will be held
on the  second Sunday of the month at the Seniors Centre ( side door)
at 1 PM  for the winter season.

Thank You to all those that participated in the
“poll” on permitting. We are looking forward to working
 with some of you on the “Economic Study “ in the coming months.

NOTICES

QUOTES:
● You always pass failure on the way to success. —–––––– Mickey Rooney
● Success is how  high you bounce when you hit bottom.   —––– Gen. George Patton
● You can not plough a field by turning it over in your mind. —–––– Unknown
● Remember that people will judge you by your actions, not your intentions.

      You may have a heart of gold - but so does a hard boiled egg.  —–––––-  Unknown

Yesterday is past.
Tomorrow is the

Future
Today is the gift:

that’s why we call it
“The Present”

Please support our Corporate Members, they
are supporting  our future in mining.
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  At our last meeting Ray Jungaro spoke about the assets of giving notification to forestry to use certain roads.
We held our Annual Picnic on September 29th  to end the mining season. I among many enjoyed the potluck dinner we had, it was

the best meal I’ve had in a long time. Of course, like every year there was way too much food, thanks to all who brought all the delicious
fixin’s. On our prize draws, the top prize winners were: Samantha Wolf  won the "gold pan kit", Chris won the First Aid Kit, Carol
Robertson won the flashlight and Carl Rosk won the Barkerville stainless steel mug. A total of thirty prizes were given out and everyone
present won a prize. The CMA would like to thank Eldorado Gold Panning, IRL Supplies Ltd, Northern Hardware and Friends of
Barkerville that donated and/or gave discounts on the prizes for the picnic. Congratulations to Herb Radau for being chosen as a Lifetime
Member of the Cariboo Mining Association. Chris Winther presented a plaque to Herbie  at the picnic to honour him. He is a long
standing member and miner who can be counted to brighten people's day. Thanks Herbie for helping our Association through the years.

Edith Spence, Donny Kirkham, Chris Winther, and I went to Kamloops for the annual BCPMA. This is a gathering of association
members from all over BC. In the afternoon we spoke to Joe Sequin and Don Smith both Senior Inspectors from the Kamloops Office.
Looks like we were  all on the same page. How to get the NOW (notice of work) permits out in an improved time frame. See the
BCMPA AGM article in this newsletter for details. Just in case, you can always send your NOW in as soon as possible and beat the rush.

Thanks to all those who participated in the NOW Survey. It was good to connect with and talk to you.
We apologize for the misinformation of the 3% discount for CMA Members by Staples that went out in emails and on

the website. There is no 3% discount for the CMA
membership at Staples.
  A reminder that the CMA meetings are going
into our winter schedule which will be held on the
second Sunday of the month, at the Senior's
Centre, at one o'clock, starting November 11th.
Hope everyone had a good mining season and
being the last newsletter of the year I'd would like
to take this chance to wish everyone a Merry
Christmas and a Prosperous New Year.
Bye for now Celine
-----------------------------------------------------

 To all the members,
sponsors and your families,
 a Joyous Holiday Season,
 a Prosperous New Year
  and if you are mining
  we wish you many
     golden moments
                in 2013

Report  on the British Columbia
Placer Miners Association (BCPMA)
Annual General Meeting by Edith Spence

The BCPMA AGM was held on October 20th in
Kamloops at the Thompson River Inn hosted by
BCPMA President Bruce Chaytor and Secretary,

Donna Chaytor. Mining Association representatives from Altlin, Vernon, East Kootenany, Vancouver Island and the Cariboo Mining
Associations gathered together to discuss the problems and possible solutions that each area was having to present to the Mines
Department Representatives.

In the morning some of the problems under discussion were: the continued spraying by forest
companies causing negative effects on bird, bee and other wildlife populations, as well as runoff going
into streams and lakes. Delays in permitting were a common concern, layoffs in Department of
Fisheries, Best Practices Codes being drafted by persons with no knowledge of mining, the proposed

Road Act, Road Deactivation and the Health
and Safety Act were among some of the
topics discussed.

Donna Chaytor has developed a new
website for the BCPMA, (www.bcpma.ca) check it out. Donna showed
those present how the site works, what’s on it, costs, etc., and explained
the addition of the new “Nuggets” section and how it works.

In the afternoon, with Mines Department  Representatives, Joe Sequin,
Senior Inspector in charge of permitting for Cranbrook, Kamloops and
Victoria  and Don smith, also a Senior Inspector, were presented with
questions, concerns and solutions drafted by the Associations resulting
from the morning discussions. The new Gold Commissioner, May Mah-
Paulson was not present. Continued on page 3

Donna & Bruce Chaytor
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cont’d from page 2
Report  on the British Columbia Placer Miners Association (BCPMA) Annual General Meeting
Questions asked were:
1 ( a )How long can a bond be held for after Reclamation?
Bonds will be held until the Inspector determines that the  reclamation is self-sustaining  this could be a couple of seasons.
   (  b) Bond Rotation
Your performance and reputation determine if you will be allowed to move into the next area. The importance
of before, during and after pictures and progressive reclamation on your site was stressed. Amount of
reclamation bond is assessed on the equipment, management of site, proposed damage, etc. and is basically up
to the individual Inspector but the biggest impact is the operators performance and reclamation in mining. Joe
Sequin made the comment that placer mining impacts on a lot of other interests and the “messes” left, usually
on abandoned sites, have given us a negative image. If you acquire a claim that hasn’t been reclaimed, clean it
up and if bonding is there it will be released to you upon reclamation.
2 - Flow Chart for Placer NOWs in Kamloops
It was acknowledged that there were problems in the Kamloops Office and these have been dealt with.

Everything goes to Front Counter, who have seven days to check over applicable
agencies, status, etc., this done, the NOW is then forwarded to the Kamloops Office. In Kamloops, the
Inspectors have seven days to review permit applications and either accept or reject it. Thirty days is given for
the other referrals to affected agencies as specified in the Mines Act Code. Mines consults with First Nations
and referrals are contacted after twenty one days. Permits are to be out in sixty days.
“Virtual Front Counter” is being set up (proposed to be in effect by spring 2013) where you will use your
BCeID to put in your application over the internet, you will be able to check on the progress of your
application, applications will be simplified and you will be able to upload pictures, maps, etc. You will have as
long as 90 days to work on and complete your application online.
3 - Lack of adequate staffing during staff holidays (generally summer)
When “Virtual Front counter” comes into effect vacations will not have an impact on permitting.

The Associations commented that many of the new Inspectors don’t have the training, knowledge or
background in mining and don’t know what they are doing. The fact that senior persons in Mining are being overlooked and the
people that are being put into authority have no experience or knowledge of mining. Joe Sequin acknowledged the problem,
commenting that when he came into Mines in 1989 you had to have had experience in mining and you were there to learn the
regulations and expand your knowledge of mining. Reply was to give it time, big money comes from the big companies but the
small business placer mines are feeding the community.
Other points made by the Inspectors were:
● Don Smith said he has reviewed approximately 500 Statements of Work (SOW), only 20% were permitted.
● On Forestry Road closures/deactivation, notification is going on only one way, if you don’t put in an application for road use

then they don’t know you are there.
  In the Atlin District a Committee of First Nations &
Biologists have been drafting a “Best Practices Code”
with no input from Mines. The Chairperson is strongly
against  placer mining & no new permits are given out
unless you follow their guidelines. The feeling is, that it
is their desire to implement this draft province wide and
to involve hard rock as well. Mines Inspector comment
was that they would not accept this draft and will be
looking  into it. Inspectors are working under the Memorandum of
Understanding. Inspectors are having discussions with Resource
Management people, the last legislated Guide to Placer Mining dates
back to the 1980’s and needs re-vamping. Another problem exist in the
Atlin area, it seems that the First nations are stalling some negotiations
and tenure holders can not get their assessment work done in time for the
anniversary date. Tenure holders are denied extensions on the
anniversary date and have to pay cash in lieu (very expensive for large
tenures). Inspectors can not intervene in the process, only the Gold
Commissioner would have the power to settle this.

Many other subjects were discussed with the Inspectors, all in all it
was a good meeting and we hope to see some progress in the near future
for a bit of a reprieve and more respect for the small scale miners. *

Joe Sequin

Don Smith

  610 Richard Road, Prince George , BC V2K 4L3



The Bureaucratic Front

by Ray Jungaro Natural Resource Authorization Coordinator

At a recent Cariboo Mining Association meeting the term “Mining Road” was used quite a bit. I have heard this term
before but not quite in the context of historical access to a claim. Those of you that were using it probably got the confused
look of a bureaucrat, again. So... off I went to my cubicle and my computer with the intent of trying to understand what you
folks meant and how I could help.

After reviewing the legislation, which involved reading numerous
Acts & Regulations, I found the following. (The legislation is a riveting
read, one that everyone should review at least once - especially if
you have a sleep disorder.)
● If a road is inside the boundary of a claim or lease and you have

the appropriate authority (Mine Permit) and the road was built
under that authority, then you can call it a mining road. However
once your obligations are met (deactivation and reclamation)
and the authority is removed the road may become a non-status
road (vacant crown land).

● If the road is outside the boundary of a claim or lease then you
will usually need a Special Use Permit for the use of non-status
roads. This grants you the authority to use the road. You can get
a Special Use Permit at any Forest District office. Once the
authority for the road is retired this road can and usually does
become a non-status road (vacant crown land).
I mentioned in my previous article that having a Road Use Permit

/ Special Use Permit ensures that government and other road users
are aware you’re out there and authorized to use these roads. After
all, 95% of problems are caused by poor or no communication.*

The Perfect Partner
by Celine

 Someone who would rather not be doing anything else but mine.
Who does not complain and take away from others enjoyment.

Who likes the bush, insects and all.
Is comfortable with his own company.

Does not talk too much or too little; but when they do it is note worthy.
 Does not yell.

Respects the machines. Checks all fluids and whatever else is needed.
Does not jerk the controls around .

Pays attention at all times to what they are doing.
Is not a picky eater.

Knows that mining takes perseverance and patience.
Does not need to get gold to pay bills or get rich quick.

Is trust worthy.
Is humble before others and respects them.
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Golden Facts
●  Gold leaf  only .18 microns ( 7 millionths of an inch) a stack of

7,055 sheets would only be as thick as dime.
● All the worlds available gold could cover a surface area the size

of Switzerland in gold leaf.



the Miners Page
We welcome your comments, letters, complaints, beefs, frustrations, ideas & anything nice you have to say.

If you would like to contribute an article to this page my email is: egspe@shaw.ca, or bring it to the CMA
meeting or mail it to: Cariboo Mining Association, Box 4184, Quesnel, BC V2J 6T9
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Deactivating History!
West Fraser Mills Ltd destroys another piece of Cariboo mining history along Beaver Pass road at 4 Mile Lake
By Arthur Topham
 With the current mining season winding down I finally had a chance to stop along by 4 Mile Lake on the Beaver  Pass road (aka 2400 Rd).
This area has been the scene of some major changes with West Fraser Mills massive road re-routing project happening over the summer.
I covered that story briefly in another article published earlier on the CMA website.
Given the fact that this latest alteration to the old mining road must have
cost at least a half million dollars or more the question obviously arose in
my mind, “Why spend so much money to fix something that, for the last
80+ years, hasn’t been a problem?”
The answer to that question is still a mystery but talking with a friend the
other day they suggested that it was most likely related to some new
initiative on the part of West Fraser to begin logging one of the last
remaining cutting areas in and around the Pundata Creek watershed region.
 But even so, to spend that kind of money just to save the log trucks possibly
an additional 30 seconds in time? Or maybe if that was the case then they
don’t want to drive past 4 Mile Lake and have to slow down for the locals
who tend to stop along the shores for a little fishing during the summer

months.
Anyway, when my wife and I stopped to take the old road and came
around the bend to where the lake is we were absolutely shocked at
what we saw.
The once serene drive for about half a km had been torn up, ripped
open and wherever there was still road surface left it too had been
purposely gouged up. The area literally looked like a bloody war zone!
Prior to seeing it I had mentioned to my wife that West Fraser was
likely going to fix the lakeside up and put in a few picnic tables, maybe
a self-contained outhouse like the ones along Jack ‘O Clubs Lake and
possibly even a bit of a boat launch area for those who might want to
put in a canoe or a rubber dinghy. You know, kinda make it like some
of the small forestry campsites that one finds along the gravel roads
throughout the Cariboo. That would have been the decent, respectful
thing to do. It could easily have had it’s old entrance and exit left intact
as well and some simple signage would easily have fixed that problem.
What a mind blower though to see that they had done exactly the

opposite. No place to turn around for the unwary traveller who might decide to venture down the old road with a boat behind them. Even to
venture to walk along the old road with a camera or a fishing rod would be a hazardous risk given all the broken, jagged rocks that they
piled haphazardly in the unsightly ditches they dug across the road.
It was just too much to bear to see this once Idyllic stretch of peaceful roadway that I’ve been driving  for the past 42 years suddenly turned
into such an ugly, dangerous eye-sore.
Back in the early 1930′s I could see Ken Langford and his family stopping
along the shore for a Sunday picnic or else imagine Fred Tregillus heading by
on his way by to work his placer holdings further along the road. I can only
imagine how they would feel today seeing the God awful mess that it’s
become.
It begged the question as to what sort of mind, working in what planning
department of West Fraser Mills Ltd, would have had the audacity and the
callousness to have even entertained doing this to any road let alone an
historic mining road and its quaint little fishing hole that locals have been
using forever.
It truly is an outrage and one that I feel West Fraser Mills Ltd owes the mining
community and the community at large an explanation for its shameful actions
in this regard. Is their idea of being a good corporate citizen? *
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Importing Workers and Exporting Resources
The promise of free trade: we would gain greater access to

markets for our products allowing us to grow our economy and
create more jobs. The reality of free trade: manufacturing jobs lost
to countries with more relaxed labour and environmental laws and
the dramatic loss of middle-class earning power at home.

Now that most of the better paying manufacturing jobs have
gone offshore we’re starting down a whole new “free trade” path:
sell our ore bodies, oil sands, natural gas reserves and forests
directly to foreign national governments and allow those same
governments to import to Canada their own lower cost workers to
extract our resources and ship them home.

This is the slipperiest of slippery slopes; one which
desperately begs full disclosure and full public debate before we
commit to selling any more of our natural resources to foreign
national “corporations” or to the exploitation of temporary foreign
workers to extract our natural resources at the lowest possible cost.

For a start, Prime Minister Harper’s secretive proposed free
trade agreement with China must be subjected to full public
scrutiny and debate, both within and without Parliament.
Free trade, by principal, should only be formalized between liberal
democratic nations whose people share the same basic rights and
freedoms. How can we support, through a free trade agreement, a
national government that does not permit free elections, freedom
of speech and freedom of the press, and whose track record of
exploitation of workers both at home and abroad is clearly not
what Canadians would want to support through unfettered access
to our natural resources and our markets (by the way, the so-called
free trade agreement with China won’t allow Canadian companies
the same access to China’s marketplace or natural resources).
Just as importantly, if we are going to continue to allow large-
scale importation of temporary foreign, we must provide stronger protections for these workers to ensure they cannot be exploited.
Canada’s laws governing the remuneration and working conditions of temporary foreign workers is weak and must be strengthened
to ensure that we are not enabling a new form of slave labour within our borders.

The ongoing saga of the Chinese workers who were killed in an Alberta
oil sands accident in 2007 is a clear illustration of how weak our laws
are. In this case, a Chinese national company was subcontracted to build
containers for an oil-sands company that was partially owned by another
Chinese-national corporation. When two of the 132 Chinese workers
were killed in an accident the subsequent investigation revealed that the
work was being undertaken without an engineer’s approval, there were
53 serious violations of the Alberta Occupational Health & Safety
regulations, and the 132 workers were being paid a fraction of the wages
that were promised to them and that were being reported to the Alberta
and Canadian governments. In order to avoid prosecution, the Chinese
subcontractor attempted to claim it had no legal standing in Canada.

This must not be our future in BC. While we already rely on more and more temporary foreign workers to exploit our natural
resources, the announcement that potentially thousands of temporary Chinese workers will be heading to our northern coal mines
begs the question of how well equipped we are to protect those workers from the same abuses the Chinese workers in Alberta were
subjected to.
If we’re going to import more workers to export our natural resources, how will we provide those workers with the same rights and
protections that British Columbians are supposed to be given and how will we prevent China, and other national governments,
from importing their weaker labour and environmental laws here along with their workers?
This public policy debate needs to take place now. *

Independent MLA Report
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 Recommendations for British Columbia’s 2013 Budget
AME BC’s Pre-Budget Submission to the Select Standing Committee on Finance and Government Services, October 18, 2012

Reprinted with permission from AME BC.
For the fully detailed article with explanations of the Recommendations please check the AME BC website: www.amebc.ca.
Article edited and condensed by Edith Spence
Executive Summary
Introduction:

The Association for Mineral Exploration BC (AME BC) is pleased to provide the Select Standing Committee on Finance and
Government Services with pre-budget 2013 recommendations that will, during these economically challenging times, increase land use
certainty, reduce the current permitting delays, build capacity in aboriginal communities and attract global investment to British
Columbia.

AME BC is the predominant advocate for successful and responsible mineral exploration and development in British Columbia.
Established in 1912, AME BC is a non-profit organization funded by industry representing almost 5,000 individual and corporate
members, including junior exploration and major mining companies, geoscientists, prospectors, engineers, consultants, suppliers and
students who are engaged in mineral exploration and development in B.C., throughout Canada and in over 100 countries around the
world. With expertise in technical, legal, accounting and financial matters, British Columbia is renowned as the global centre for mineral
exploration and development.
BC Mineral Exploration & Development Sector:

Mineral exploration and development are foundational economic drivers in B.C., spurring responsible regional development, creating
family sustaining jobs, enhancing infrastructure and increasing government revenue to offset B.C.’s rising health care and education
costs. Estimates indicate that 2011/12 mineral tax revenues will top $400 million. As well, almost $3 billion was raised locally in venture
mining capital in 2011, giving B.C. yet another competitive advantage. In fact, sixty per cent of Canadian exploration companies are
based in B.C., and 69 per cent of TSX and TSX-V stock exchange listed companies based in B.C. are involved in the mineral exploration
and mining sector. These companies are responsible for the largest share of exploration spending in Canada, the United States, South
America, Central America, Europe and Africa. On top of that, the record 8,320 participants attending AME BC’s Mineral Exploration
Roundup 2012 conference last January also demonstrate that British Columbia is indeed a centre of excellence for global mineral
exploration and development. Last year made history as a record breaker with $463 million spent in mineral exploration in B.C., up from
$322 million in 2010. B.C. now accounts for approximately 15% of all exploration spending in Canada. When looking back at B.C.’s last
twenty years of expenditure data, however, the lowest level occurred in 1999 with only $25 million spent in mineral exploration.
   As British Columbians competing in a global economy with other mineral-rich jurisdictions we must not rest on our laurels. To attract
investment, an “open for business” culture must be nurtured, strategic investments made and public policies that enable responsible
mineral exploration and development implemented. Although the global mineral exploration and development sector may still be in a
multi-year commodity super-cycle, very challenging equity financing and bear market conditions have been the reality during most of
2012. Members of AME BC, especially the prospectors and junior explorers, are experiencing the impact of these tough economic
conditions.

As compared to last year’s record breaking pace, activity in the B.C. mineral exploration and development sector appears to be down,
but the province continues to attract significant
investment from intermediate and major international
companies. As a province rich in coal, metals and
minerals, B.C.’s fundamentals are strong and it is
very well positioned to take full advantage of its
geographic position on Canada’s Pacific coast and
access to strengthening markets. As perhaps a sign of
better times ahead, base metals prices at the end of
the third quarter in 2012 were up about 12 per cent
from the end of the last quarter. Copper, for instance,
jumped from about $3.30 (U.S.) per pound in August
to above $3.80 (U.S.) in September.

There are hundreds of mineral exploration
projects in B.C., and many of them have become
major projects. Over the next ten years, there is
potential for as many as 30 mining projects to be
developed, representing up to $30 billion in capital
investment. According to a recent Mining Industry
Human Resources Council report, even under
baseline economic conditions, the B.C. mineral
exploration and development industry is forecast to
need almost 4,000 highly skilled and technically
trained workers between 2012 and 2022 due to a
large number of pending retirements.

Continued on page 8



 Recommendations for British Columbia’s 2013 Budget   continued from page 7

Pre-Budget Recommendations:
• AME BC recommends that the B.C. government extend the B.C. Mining Flow-Through Share (BC MFTS) Tax Credit to
December 31, 2016 and consider making it permanent to encourage companies to explore for more in British Columbia;
• AME BC recommends that the B.C. government re-affirm and communicate the two-zone land use and access policy and the
security of the mineral tenure that is acquired in B.C.;
• AME BC recommends that the B.C. government publicly monitor, track and report out on the statistics regarding B.C.’s
actual land use and access, including mineral exploration and mining;
• AME BC recommends that the B.C. government assess the lost mineral potential and socio-economic impacts of any
proposed land use changes before sterilizing potentially mineral-rich lands;
• AME BC recommends that the B.C. government open up no registration areas (where no claims are currently allowed) to
compensate for creating more protected or restricted lands;
• AME BC recommends that the B.C. government continue to reduce the permit backlog and work to achieve an average 60-
day turnaround for Notice of Work permit applications;
• AME BC recommends that the B.C. government provide the responsible permitting ministries and agencies with the
resources they need to address First Nations consultation requirements in a timely manner; and
• AME BC recommends that the B.C. government continue to support Aboriginal capacity building through a $1 million
commitment to the BC Aboriginal Mine Training Association to implement: o Pathways to Success training program in
B.C.’s Central Interior ($500,000); and o First Nation Referral Officer program in B.C.’s Northwest ($500,000) to build
technical capacity to review Notice of Work permit applications.
2. Two-Zone Land Use and Access Policy (Explanation)

The Government of British Columbia introduced a two-zone land
use system in 2002 for mineral exploration and mining activities in order
to provide certainty regarding access to land for mineral resource
development.

The two-zone system clearly establishes that mineral exploration and
development are acceptable (subject to the usual laws that regulate
mining) throughout the whole of the province (the mineral zone) except
for parks, ecological reserves and lands where mining is prohibited (the
protected zone).

Based on some government land use decisions over the last few
years, however, access to mineral resources in large areas of the mineral
zone  is eroding, contrary to earlier policy pronouncements by
government. Generally, the land use planning process in B.C. was meant
to allow for sharing of knowledge and a balance hearing of values and
principles. Unfortunately, it has been our experience that even after land
use plans are finalized and protected areas are designated, many
conservation groups continue to press for further protection. Ultimately,
we see even more land unnecessarily sterilized from future mineral
exploration and potential economic development as a result of these
pressures to protect land. There is little regard to science, economics or
the social well-being of surrounding communities. In fact, we believe
that environmental concerns caused by mineral exploration and
development activities are grossly over-exaggerated since mineral
development has actually only disturbed less than 0.05% of the land base
of B.C. over the last 150 years. Mineral explorers do, however, require reasonable access to large tracts of lands with mineral potential in

order to find that very rare and special mineral deposit that may be
economically viable, which includes having economically feasible access to
the deposit. Typically, mineral tenures in the province occupy less than
15% of B.C.’s geographic area at any one time. It should be noted that
although the likelihood of a mineral exploration site becoming a mine is
very low indeed, the benefits can be very significant. As described in AME
BC’s Land Use Guiding Principles, the cornerstones of a successful and
sustainable mineral exploration and development industry are: 1). Certainty
of access to large tracts of land to conduct temporary, low-impact
exploration for valuable mineral resources; 2). Ability to acquire secure
mineral tenure; and 3). Opportunity to advance and develop an
economically feasible mineral resource project under appropriate
legislation.     continued on page 9
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TOTAL ADVANTAGE
Mineral Exploration

 &
Mining Project Consultant

Leonard Sinclair
   PO Box 4013 Phone: 250 994-3200
   Quesnel, BC V2J 3J1  Email:leonardsinclair@gmail.com



 Recommendations for British Columbia’s 2013 Budget   continued from page 8
3. Permitting and Regulatory System (Explanation)

In a competitive investment world, the efficiency and robustness of a jurisdiction’s permitting and regulatory system is a key indicator
for global investors regarding the relative attractiveness of risking
capital. Permitting delays caused by lack of sufficient resources or
inconsistent application of government policies significantly
discourage private sector confidence and investment, job creation
and, ultimately, economic growth.

Since mineral exploration is the sustaining lifeblood for mining,
the province needs transparent and successful mineral exploration
and development permitting and regulatory processes that will
encourage the spending of  new dollars, sustain the sector through
economically challenging times, protect our natural environment and
maintain high safety standards
   AME BC appreciates the commitments made in the BC Jobs Plan
to reduce the backlog of permit applications (Notices of Work) and
maintain an average 60 day turnaround time going forward to
encourage more investment in B.C.’s mineral exploration. To support
this, the B.C. government announced $24 million in funding for key
permitting agencies last year. Staffing levels have increased by over
100 positions, the backlog has been reduced and the estimated
average time to issue a permit has decreased from 110 days to 99
days. AME BC also acknowledges the commitment to develop
regulations to exempt low-risk exploration and mining activities from
requiring Mines Act permits while maintaining health, safety and
environmental standards. As well, we appreciate the efforts taken to
improve the permitting process by introducing multi-year and multi-
area permitting as well working towards the expected launch of a
new on-line permit tracking system in January 2013.

The B.C. government, however, needs to undertake further
focused work towards reducing red tape, increasing efficiency and
improving the single window into government as per the “one-
project, one-process” philosophy in order to create an effective,
timely and transparent permitting review process. In particular, the
B.C. government needs to provide the responsible permitting
ministries and agencies with the resources they need to address First
Nations consultation requirements in a timely manner.

Based on annual gross revenues of almost $10 billion from mineral and
coal production in 2011 versus the cost of government agencies to support
the sector, the industry provides an estimated return on investment (ROI) of
approximately 300:1.
Conclusion

AME BC appreciates this opportunity to make a pre-budget submission
to the Select Standing Committee on Finance and Government Services.
AME BC’s recommendations are focused in four critical areas that will
contribute to building a stronger mineral exploration and development
sector in B.C. in the years ahead.

Mineral exploration and development benefits every corner of the
province, and these recommendations will particularly aid the regional areas
most in need of high paying jobs and economic development. The sector
provides thousands of safe, high-paying jobs throughout
the province of B.C., with the real potential to grow. As
well, the implementation of these recommendations will
help to maintain and build our scientific expertise and
technical capacity in B.C., the world’s centre for mineral
exploration and development.

AME BC looks forward to working with government
to implement these pre-budget 2013 recommendations in
order to foster confidence, increase land use certainty,
reduce the current permitting delays, build capacity in
Aboriginal communities and attract global investment to British Columbia.* Reminder to check www.amebc.ca. for full details
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A Week in the Life of a Miners Wife: submitted by Jackie Sarginson
I was asked to write a story about a Day in the Life of a Miners Wife, but it was too difficult to do so I have done a Week in the Life of a
Miners Wife. This is just one week as each and every week can and will be different.
 Early Monday morning I arrive home with the puppies (Odie & Dakota) from the mine, unload the truck, shower and head off to work
for 8:30 am. At 5:00 pm I head home, feed and water Odie and Dakota and the 2 cats (Spazz & Thomas), start laundry for my miner
(Rick), which has to be washed and rinsed twice with all the muck, oil and grease. It can sometimes be a real challenge, when I put the
laundry in the dryer only to discover more large burn holes that need to be patched again. My miner must have been doing more grinding
and welding, I don’t know how he does it with all the sparks and the slag from welding, I do worry about him getting burnt, but he is very
skilled at what he does so a patching I will do when his Overalls are dry.
While my miners laundry is drying I make supper
for myself and start to plan their meals to be
prepared during the week, by 10:00pm I have the
meals planned, the patching done and my miners
laundry folded and put back in his bag to be taken
back to the mine later in the  week.

Tuesday morning at 5:00 am the puppies are
wanting out and Thomas is singing in

my ear. Head off to work where I deal
with e-mails from customers and load up

the computers for work. My Mother In-Law
(Katie) has the concentrate all dried from last
weeks run so now it’s ready for me to sift in the
sieves, top of #1 sieve goes into a container to be
picked later and the top of sieve #2 goes into
another container to be picked later as well and
what comes out of the bottom of sieve # 2 I take
and run through a machine that I hook up to a
battery with a tub of water & pump that pumps the
water to the top of a small like sluice box & I
slowly pour the black sand into a vibrating table
that will wash 85% of the black sand from the
gold, then the business phone rings I unhook the
battery as I have to take an order for my regular job where we sell all natural products from Coconut Oils and Supplements that we ship all
across Canada. This is fun juggling this all together, but I love a challenge.

After running the fines through this contraption (I have not come up with a name for it yet.) I then take it all apart clean and wash the
gold from the mat after sniffing up as much gold as I can.  I then take it upstairs to my desk with a gold pan and the sniffer and sniff as
much gold as I can to have it ready to dry and for Katie to use her blowing technique to get the last speck of black sand out of it. So our
miners know what they got from the last section they processed.

Now on to the picking of what was on top of Sieve #1 and #2.  #1 Sift is easy to pick it is just the larger stones &
clinkers. (We really like those ones.) #2 Sift is much more time consuming as I fill a one ounce plastic cup with black sand
& chunkier gold & slowly very slowly and pour a little at a time onto a lid off of a plastic container & with tweezers pick
out the gold from the black sand. It can take up to 4 hours to pick one 1 ounce container. Some picks can take as long as 24
hours to do. (This I do at home at night it does not happen in one day). Your eyes get tired your hands get sore, but it has to be done as we
know how hard it is for the guys in camp at the mine to process the “Dirt” & deal with the muck. This makes for a long day at work taking
orders, running credit cards, Katie puts the orders together and I do the shipping manifests & Katie runs to town 26 kms (well in the Van)
to have them go to be delivered to our customers all across Canada.

I head home around 6:00 pm, feed and water the animals and myself, start another load of laundry and yes sit down & start picking
again. My miner calls every night to let me know how his day went this can be any time between 6:00 pm and 9:30 pm. So if someone
happens to call before my miner has. I tell them my miner hasn’t called yet & I will call you back after my miner has called to tell me how
his day went.

I have gardens as well so I go out and water them all around 8:00 pm & of course I put the phone in my pocket in case my miner calls.
By 1:00 am I can not see my vision is blurry from picking, I head off to bed. The dishes can wait till morning.

6:00 am Wednesday morning, I smell coffee and feel eyes on me I open one eye at a time and both puppies with heads on the
bed are looking at me saying we have to pee! Out I go before the sun is on the gardens in my pj’s to water the gardens again. I
pick the berries from our sun berry plants, rub all the tomato flowers to help pollinate them as they are all still in the green house.
Head back in the house to clean the litter box, feed and water everyone again, make my lunch and take meat out of the freezer to start to
make our miners meals, turn the dryer back on to take the wrinkles out of the clothes, shower, fold the laundry, coffee, breakfast. Oh well
the dishes will probably still be there when I get home. Off to work I go to find Katie doing the finishing touches from the run I did the
day before in our machine with a blow dryer in one hand and small paint brush in the other hand.  Continued on page 11



A Week in the Life of a Miners Wife: continued from page 10

I load up the computers, e-mails, answer the messages from the night before get the orders processed and ready for Katie to package
up & off to the machine to run more black sand & gold, another day grinding away. Katie is now picking waiting for me to

bring her more to blow, we sit down for lunch I have the gold pan in one hand, lunch in the other, portable phone in my
pocket. I swirl the pan, sniff the gold, take a bite of lunch & then the phone rings off I go to take the order.  Back to

swirling and sniffing, and then I pour out of the sniffer into a bowl and into the oven to dry so Katie can start to do her
blowing again.

Home from work at 5:30 pm feed and water everyone again, I have to do dished since Spazz and Thomas slept all day. Tonight is the
night to make bread and buns for our miners, prepare the grouse for the oven and make the raisin sauce while the dough is rising, make
the wild rice to go with the grouse, one meal just about done. I gathered wild horse tail this morning as well and I make tea for
our miners as it helps their bones and joints. Start picking again till 8:00 pm then off to water the gardens, pick more berries,
back in to take the grouse out of the oven and form the bread and buns to rise, and start to pick again: Oh shit I forgot to
put the buns in the oven, I set the timer so I don’t forget about them, the grouse is cool enough now to pick off the bones
and put into the raisin sauce and I start to pick again. The buns are done and the bread is in the oven again set the timer so I don’t
forget about it. Oh how I can not resist a bun fresh out of the oven with butter, I take a break and enjoy. Now back to picking at
midnight I can no longer function, I put all the food away and let puppies out for a last pee. And off to bed.

Thursday the alarm goes off at 5:30 am why oh why are the nights so short?? Hmm I smell coffee! Let the puppies out, water the
gardens, back into feed and water everyone again. Shower, make lunch,
and put the stew meat in the slow cooker to make sweet and sour beef for
another meal for our miners, take a turkey carcass out of the freezer to put
in the slow cooker when I get home from work to make turkey soup for our
miners.

Upon arriving at work I find Katie in the same spot as I left her, yes
blow dryer in one hand and small paint brush in the other. I continue
picking, but I am all done with the machine until one of our miners brings
us more dirt to play with. I answer the phones; e-mails get the orders
processed for Katie to put together all while I continue to pick. Yippeee
only one more ounce of dirt to go, then we are all caught up till one of our
miners bring us more dirt to play with.

I am so tired, but hey all done picking & Katie is all done
blowing & brushing we can now have a break tonight from that.

Katie told me to head home early she will answer the phones; I head out around 3:00 pm. I clean the beef out of the slow cooker
and put the turkey carcass in, make the sweet and sour for the beef, get the potatoes ready to boil, water the gardens, cut fresh beet
tops & swiss chard for the weekend. Feed and water everyone again, back out to the garden to get fresh thyme for the turkey soup.

Talk to my miner; prepare the veggies for the slow cooker in the morning, the carcass is done and ready for de boning all done and
ready for the morning to finish the soup, then I decide to put it in the slow cooker over night instead.  It’s midnight again.

Friday: I did not set the alarm last night, I wake up to eyes looking at me and something furry in Thomas’s mouth at 4:00 am, up I
get with a bit of cursing and throw Thomas and his prize of a mouse out of the bedroom and close the door. At 6:00 am I wake to the
smell of coffee, drag my butt out of bed get rid of Thomas mauled prize. Let puppies out, water the gardens and pick more berries, Feed
and water everyone again, shower and head to work. After work head home load the coolers with all our miners’ food and food for the
weekend, load the puppies and off we go to see our miner.

Upon arriving at the mine around 7:00 pm, it is so quiet… hum mm … what's happening now?? One miner is heading home, another
miner is heading to get parts and my miner says to me “look honey we are all alone for the weekend.” As any miner knows breakdowns
always happen on a Friday, I think the oldest miner in the group plans it that way! So they can have the weekend off to get the parts first
thing  Monday morning!

Saturday the alarm goes off at 5:30 am, my miner says to me we need to get the pumps ready to empty out the settling ponds to have
them ready to put the new culvert in and they have to be below the water level to stop the sticks & degree from going through them, but
you stay in bed & I will be back in a bit for breakfast. Well of course I have to pee so up I get and head to the outhouse, well I might as
well stay up & get breakfast going. With breakfast done, puppies have gone for a long run. Now to get to work, I vacuumed out the boiler
pots, pulled hoses here & there, helped move pumps, directed the culvert operations, made lunch, back down to pull more hoses & help
move the pumps again. At about 8:00 pm we are just about done AND my miner says to me “oh honey I am so hungry what’s for
supper?” I looked at my miner and said “PIE, MUD PIE!”

Sunday the alarm goes off again at 5:30 am, up and at it again, with breakfast done and puppies go for another long run. I go down
and clean out the nugget traps, and pan the materials I find in them, make lunch, more hose pulling and pump moving and then bam the
house will not turn on the excavator with my miner in it, another break down. Well we can have an early supper and I can head home
before dark to unload and get the laundry going and ready for work Monday morning.

My miner is not really my husband he keeps telling me that once he gets enough gold he will make my ring, but then in
comes the fuel bill, it’s been a long 7 years!

Thank goodness the house will not move on the excavator and they have to fix it. I will have
time to can 80 pounds of tomatoes, 40 pounds of carrots and 20 pounds of beets. ☺
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Price of gold, where is it going?
Written by Edith Spence

At the time of this writing gold had not reached the historical high of
$1920  that it did in September 2011. September seems to be the “high”
for gold prices as in September 2012 it topped at US $1775.00 per ounce
before dropping down. Predictions of gold prices for 2013 are any where
between $2000 to $2400  per ounce, possibly hitting the $2000 mark
before the end of this year. Three of North American Billionaires (yes
with a “B”) George Soros, John Paulson and Thomas Kaplan, as well as
Canadian Billionaire Frank Giustra (wealth unknown, except that a big
portion of it is in gold) all have investments in gold and believe the price
of gold will continue to rise. Never heard of Frank Giustra? He made his
fortune in investing and becoming involved in mining ventures, one of
these was Goldcorp Inc. Apparently, Giustra thinks and does  invest in
junior mining and exploration companies,  he says they are undervalued
with their shares trading for pennies on the dollar. Junior companies that
have good management, good assets and are able to weather the
downturns are his picks for investment. “Pick right, sit tight and you will
make a lot of money, eventually,” is Giustra’s recommendation. It is
believed that the share prices in junior companies remains low or have
gone down hill because of  investor fears with the ups and downs and
craziness of the markets. But, as the saying goes “buy low, sell high”.
John Kaplan also believes in investing in junior companies. Kaplan owns
the Electrum Group of Companies, has 21% in NovaGold Resources,
which is also chaired by Kaplan. NovaGold has a 50% interest in Donlin
Gold (Alaska) a 40 - million ounce project with the objective of
becoming one of the world’s biggest gold mines and a 50% stake in
Galore Creek (copper and gold) located in British Columbia.

There are many indicators for the prediction of an upward trend in
gold prices. One being that in 2010 the Central Banks went from net
sellers to net buyers. The World Central Banks have bought up 439 tons
of gold in 2012  as protection against inflation and as diversification of
the foreign exchange (Bloomberg, Sept 4/12). The investor sector equals more then 40% of the total demand for gold. In 2011
investments reached record highs where nearly 80% of the investors demanded physical gold this occurred because of the failing
economies. The main supply of gold comes from production and recycling and both are at record highs, mining companies are having a
hard time finding enough gold to fill reserves or keep up with demands.

Printing of money by the Central Banks, devaluation of currencies and fear of inflation all drive up the price of gold. The United
States has had an increase in their balance sheet of 1.25 trillion (with a “T”) from 2008 to 2010 (QE1) and 600 billion from 2010 to 2011
(QE2) (Bloomberg, Sept.7/12)  and looks like the Federal Reserve Bank will print more money to stimulate the economy again (QE3).
What is QE? Quantitive Easing - a fancy word used for printing money out of thin air, monopoly money. The more money printed, the
more the dollar devalues and if not manipulated, the price of gold goes up. Gold can provide a safe haven in times of a failing dollar.

China could be another cause for a rise in gold prices, their gold bullion imports have increased 600% in May of 2012 compared to
2011, the World Gold Council estimated that China would buy at least 870
tons of gold in 2012. China has been providing money to its gold miners,
who have been using the money to buy up gold mines around the world and
these mining companies bring the gold back into China. China banned the
export of gold from their country a few years ago.

India is the one country that is holding the price of gold down. The
Rupee has dropped in value, raising the price of gold in that country and
India was a big consumer of gold, mostly jewellery. People in that country
can’t afford to buy gold like they used to in the past.

Geopolitical risks, higher inflation and de-leveraging all cause the gold
prices to rise. Consider the reasons why the Central Banks are now buying
up gold and the very rich are investing in gold exploration and mining
companies as well as buying up physical gold and silver. *
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 All Haul
 Barkerville Town

Billy Barker Casino Hotel
 Super Save Gas (Quesnel)
 Woodland Equipment Inc.

 Active Rent-All
 Cariboo Hose

 Cariboo Propane
 Co-op (North Cariboo)
 Dan’s Machining Ltd

 Duysk Mine Consulting Service Inc.
 Eldorado Gold

 IRL Supplies Ltd (Pr. Geo)
 James & Sons Electric Ltd

 Kada Contracting Ltd
  Motherlode Wash & Quick Lube

 Mountain Mining
 Muscle Industries Ltd

 Nickel Creek Resources Ltd
 Service Electric Ltd

Total Advantage: Mineral Exploration &
Mining Project Consultant

 Technic Inc.
 West Central Pipe

T-Shirts & Caps with CMA Logos
Caps ………… $15.00

Regular T-Shirts…..$10.00

CMA Embroidered  Color
Logos…..$8.00

On Sale!
Dated T-Shirts for $ 5.00

For these items call:
Chris or Celine at 250 992-8568
Or come to our monthly meeting, we’ll
have them there.

FOR SALE

We Thank all our Corporate & Individual Members for
their support. We also ask that the membership support
our Corporate Members whenever and wherever possible

as we are very honoured and privileged to have their
support.

2004 MODEL KCCD30 GOLD  CONCENTRATOR
   450 hours on unit, new style G-5 CONE
   15.HP  3 phase 460 volt
   Rated at 60 tonnes per hour, at ¼, (6mm) feed
   Have operating manual.  For sale at $85,000.00
   Contact Basil at 250-682-2482

Email: bndusyk@gmail.com
Duysk Mine Consulting Service Ltd

 872 - Desmond Street      Kamloops, BC  V2B 5K5

Nickel Creek
Resourses Inc.

8061 Chinook Way
Blaine, WA   98230

   GOLD WEIGHTS
31.1 Grams = 1 oz.
20 Pennyweight = 1 oz.
480 Grains = 1 oz.
24 Grains = 1 penny weight
12 Troy ounces = 1 troy  pound

One cubic foot of gold weighs a half a ton or 1000 lbs.
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Government Contact List

Front Counter BC 322 Johnston Ave. 250 992-4400
Quesnel, BC V2J 3M5

Natural Resource Authorization
Coordinator (Quesnel)  Ray Jungaro 250 992-4400
Chief Gold Commissioner
 & Executive Director May Mah-Paulson        250 952-0335
Kamloops Mines Office   250 828-4131

441 Columbia Street (Fax 250 828-4154)
Kamloops, BC V2C 2T3

Regional Director  Joe Sequin  250 828-4448
Senior Inspector of Mines  Bruce Hupman   250 371-3714
Mineral Titles Inspector Don Smith            250 371-3786
Senior Inspectors, Health & Safety

Stephen Rothman  250 371-3780
John Cox  250 371-3915

Inspector of Mines         Grant Feldinger   250 371-3755
      Tom Charles   250 371-3783
      Ann Brunke   250 371-3902

Land & Resource Management Specialist
     Jim Britton          250 371-3903

Administrative Assistant   Kristin Renfrew         250 371-3912
Senior Advisor, Aboriginal Relations

      Larry Henry          250 371-3781
Bob Simpson, Independent MLA  (Cariboo)    250 991-0296
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The Cariboo Miner Editors wish to thank all
those that contributed to this issue. We look
forward to your suggestions, stories, articles,
reports, news and mining pictures.
Please submit your articles by December
27th,2012 for the January/February Issue.
Contact Edith Spence by ph: 250 992 7659
or  email:  egspe@shaw.ca

CMA Executive List 2011- 2012
President:  Chris Winther  992-8568
1st Vice:   Don Rabby  992-6749
2nd Vice:   Dennis Wittner  992-8687
Secretary: Jackie Sarginsen       992-7772
Treasurer: Brenda Dunbar  …………
Directors: Celine Duhamel  992-8568

Dave Erickson   …………
Glen Frank               983-5311
Connie Hollenbeck  747-8599
Don Kirkham  983-5492
Edith Spence  992-7659
Arthur Topham  992-3479
Kate Wittner            992-8687
Richard Wittner       991-0615

 NOTE: CMA meeting’s are held on the 2nd Sunday of the month  at 1:00 PM at the
Quesnel Senior’s Center, Activity Room (side door) starting November 11th.


